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Abstract---Most databases in real world have some amount 

of missing data. There are some solutions exists for handling 

the incompleteness. One of them is Partial Information 

Policy (PIP) operator. It is customized policy; end user can 

handle incompleteness by their way. PIP operator is denoted 

by ρ, which take conditions to fill incompleteness from end 

user. To fetch required information from various 

heterogonous data sources, a different policies use to handle 

incompleteness. So, it gives inconsistence result, due to 

incomplete data and different policies uses for that in some 

data sources. To overcome with this problem, in this paper, 

we have proposed data federation with Partial Information 

Policy (PIP) operator which is a reliable way to handle 

incompleteness in relational databases. Here, a generic 

approach to create a data federation, providing methods for 

schema integration (in order to create the federation 

schema), query decomposition (in order to translate the 

query to the federation into queries to subsequent database) 

and result integration (to select the answer that best suits the 

user information need). Hence, the overall quality and 

accuracy of the query answer will be improved. 

Keyword:- Partial information handling in databases, 

Knowledge personalization and customization, Relational 

database, Data federation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Database is an organized collection of information that can 

easily access, managed and updated. Relational database is a 

collection of tables of data items that is generally organized 

as per relational model. As we all know relational database 

is nothing but a set of tables. Each table contains one or 

more data categories in columns. Each row contains a 

unique instance of data for the categories defined by the 

columns. All commercial real-world relational database 

management systems implement some fixed way of 

managing incomplete information; but neither the RDBMS 

nor the user has any say in how the partial information is 

interpreted. But does the user of a stock database really 

expect an RDBMS designer to understand his risks and his 

mission in managing the incomplete information? Likewise, 

does an epidemiologist collecting data about some disease 

have confidence that an RDBMS designer understands how 

his data was collected, why some data is missing, and what 

the implications of that missing data are for his disease 

models and applications? The answer is usually no. A lot of 

research has been devoted to the problem of querying these 

so-called incomplete databases. However, a problem at least 

as delicate has been little studied. The problem is to 

updating them. Consider a simple relational database that 

contains three relations – a phone relation that has the 

schema (Name, Phon ), a spouse relation that has the 

schema ( Husband, Wife ) and an emp relation that has the 

schema (Person, Employer). While database researchers 

have understood the diversity of types of missing data (e.g., 

a value exists but is unknown—this may happen when we 

known someone has a phone but do not know the number; a 

value does not exist in a given case because the field in 

question is inapplicable—this may happen when someone 

does not have a spouse, leading to an inapplicable null in a 

relation’s spouse field; or we have no-information about 

whether a value exists or not—as in the case when we do 

not know if someone has a cell phone), the SQL standard 

only supports one type of unmarked null value, so RDBMSs 

force users to handle all partial information in the same way, 

even when there are differences. Nowadays Recent 

explosion in the number of database offerings like 

ORACLE, SQL server, DB2, Sybase MySQL, PostgreSQL, 

Teradata, Infomix, Ingres, Amazon’s simpleDB, 

RethinkDB, redis, Berkeley DB, memcached, couchDB, 

mongoDB etc. Because of so many resources are available 

accurse lost of uniformity. Many activities in database 

research and industry require finding and combining 

information from multiple heterogeneous and distributed 

resources. The scope of data requirements for a database 

often includes many autonomous resources, such as online 

data bases. Result of the any query on such data sources 

ignores the values which are semantically same but exactly 

different.  

II. RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW 

Feature extraction involves simplifying the 

database programmers have long recognized the 

convenience of using special symbols to fill in for 

incomplete or missing information in database records; 

these special symbols are commonly called null values. 

Useful computing systems must support users’ desires. 

Though the database theory literature counts several works 

on null values (e.g., [2], [7], [13], [18], [42]), all of them 

provide a fixed “a priori” semantics for nulls, allowing the 

user none of the flexibility required by users A, B, C, D, E, 

and F above. Other works in the fields of data mining, data 

warehousing, and data management, such as [32], [29], [31], 

[6], [24], have proposed fixed approaches for replacing nulls 

that work in specific domains and applications but do not 

allow modeling different kinds of partial information and 

different ways of resolving incompleteness. In contrast, [1] 

want users to be able to specify PIP operators (as part of 

their query or as a materialized view) to manage their partial 

information and then have the RDBMS directly answer 

queries in accordance with their PIP operators.  

The principal novelty about PIP operators allow 

end-users the flexibility to specify how they want to handle 

partial information which the above frameworks do not do. 

When performing analysis of complex data one of the major 

problems stems from the number of variables involved.  
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In classical RDBMS architectures, users specify an 

SQL query which is typically converted into a relational 

algebra query. A cost model and a set of query rewrite rules 

allow an RDBMS query optimizer to rewrite the query into 

a minimal cost query plan which is then executed.  

The main contributions are the following: 

A. In [1], they propose the general notion of PIP operator 

for resolving various kinds of incompleteness and give 

several useful and intuitive instances of PIP operators. Also 

index structures to support the efficient evaluation of PIP 

operators and show how to maintain them incrementally as 

the database is updated. 

B. Study the interaction between classical relational 

algebra operators and PIP operators. Specifically, they 

identify conditions under which evaluating PIP operators 

before or after a classical relational algebra operator yields 

the same result—this can be exploited for optimization.  

And also experimentally assess the effectiveness of 

the proposed index structures with a real-world airline data 

set. Specifically, they compare an algorithm exploiting their 

index structures with a naive one not relying on them and 

show that the former greatly outperforms the latter and is 

able to manage very large databases.  

Moreover, they experimentally evaluate the effect 

of the index structures when PIP operators are combined 

with classical relational algebra operators and study whether 

evaluating a PIP operator before or after a relational algebra 

operator, under the conditions which guarantee the same 

result, may lead to better performance.  

Databases containing null values have been 

investigated since the beginning of the relational data model 

[4], [5], [11], [14], [16], [18], [22], [25], [26], [42]. It was 

recognized early on that there are different types of null 

values, each of which reflects different intuitions about why 

a particular piece of information is missing. Also many 

works in AI have tackled the issue of dealing with 

incompleteness. These include logic program completions 

[10], closed world assumption [33], auto epistemic logic 

[30], and default logic [34], alternating-time temporal logic 

with imperfect information [19], [20], to mention a few. No-

information nulls were introduced in [42] to deal with the 

case where it is not known whether a missing value exists or 

not. They have also been considered in [25] and [4], [15], 

where integrity constraints in the presence of no-information 

nulls are studied. A greater amount of work has been 

devoted to the study of databases containing only unknown 

nulls. Different problems have been addressed, such as 

query answering [2], [13], [28], [35], [41], the 

characterization of consistency in the presence of integrity 

constraints [13], [17], [23], [22], [40], and updating the 

database [43], [13]. More expressive data models where the 

values that (labeled) unknown nulls can take can be 

constrained have been considered in [2], [13], [18]. The 

most common semantics adopted for this kind of database is 

given in terms of completions.  

Two largely accepted semantics of query 

answering are: 1) certain answers—a tuple is a certain 

answer to a query Q if it is an answer to Q in every 

completion; 2) possible answers—a tuple is a possible 

answer to a query Q if it is an answer to Q in some 

completion.  

A unified framework for dealing with different 

kinds of nulls was proposed in [7]. The main difference 

between the aforementioned papers and [1] is that in the 

former no attempt at resolving incompleteness is made. On 

the contrary, in this paper, thry argue that data stored in the 

database and the knowledge the user has of it can be 

profitably leveraged so that the user can create a “view” that 

addresses his needs. Thus, PIP operators provide end-users 

with far greater flexibility, empowering them to bring their 

knowledge of the application to bear on their incomplete 

information problems.  

The fields of data mining, data warehousing, and 

data management have addressed the problem of data 

quality in the presence of incomplete information mainly 

providing approaches based on cleaning techniques.  

In general, simple estimates for numeric and 

categorical data are used [29], [31], [32]. A more complex 

approach in classification analysis was proposed in [6]. For 

numeric data analysis, methods based on regression 

techniques were also developed [12], [31]. Probabilistic 

methods include probabilistic weighting methods such as 

the one proposed in [32] and Bayesian methods. In the last 

category, [9] proposes a Bayesian procedure for estimating 

and replacing missing data based on some prior knowledge 

about the distribution of the data; [8] estimates and replaces 

null values for categorical attributes using the uniform prior 

distribution and a Dirichlet posterior distribution.  

Recently, in [24] the posterior probabilities of a 

missing value belonging to a certain category are estimated 

using the simple Bayesian method and are used to compute 

a replacement value.  

This work also addresses the problem of supporting 

the efficient application of incompleteness resolution 

methods, by providing index structures that allow us to 

manage large databases, which is an issue addressed in none 

of the works above.  

In [37], Thalheim and Schewe also express concern 

about SQL’s uniform treatment of different kinds of partial 

information, and suggest the use of data types and different 

logics to overcome these limitations. They also sketch 

support for aggregation in their framework but their 

approach is still less general than our PIP operators.  

Also, they do not deal with implementation issues 

such as our index structure.  

Finally, we can say this work is also related to 

hypothetical reasoning [36] where one considers what 

follows from an assumption. Usually the assumption is 

inconsistent with known information, requiring changes to 

the latter trying to make it consistent with the assumption. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Data federation is very large area of research. There are 

some techniques use to handle partial information in 

RDBMS. One of them is the Partial Information Policy 

(PIP) operator. The PIP operator has already proved to be 

useful for handle the partial information for one RDBMS 

[1], [5], [6], [7]. However, for the heterogeneous data 

sources null values give poor result of query. So, it is yet to 

explore. This paper is focus on applying PIP operator on the 

integrated databases to achieve data federation. There are 

various heterogeneous data sources need uniformity and 

accuracy in result of relational algebra operator. Hence, the 
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scope of this dissertation will be to make the database more 

meaningful and then to make complete for generate accurate 

results. 

  
Fig. 1: Flow chart of proposed method 

 Missing value is fill by three way one is by aggregate 

PIP operator, second is by regression oriented PIP 

operator and third is PIP operator base on another 

attribute. 

 If there are heterogeneous data sources to generate 

result of query data federation engine provide such an 

environment. 

 We offer a systematic middle-ground solution to 

querying dynamic sources within a data federation 

system under the existing data federation technology. 

 When data is abstracts from different data sources, 

value level mapping give result from all data which 

name have different name but semantically meaning is 

same. Like nothing and none, good and well, etc.  

 If processed query need single data sources than 

directly apply PIP operator for null value according to 

end user’s selection of parameter to pass in PIP 

operator. 

 If processed query need multiple data sources than data 

federation engine extract data sources.  

 In data federation layer there are connector which 

connect configured data sources. 

 Query will be dividing in to sub queries. 

 Filter will find source and generate result. 

 After that for the missing values related to selected data 

handle by the end user’s parameters. 

 All results will be integrate and display according to 

view of design to end user. 

 Finally user session will end.  

Table. 2:  

Indian Unemployment Detail T2 

Id name state Reason Age (year) 

1 krupa Gujarat recession - 

2 arpi MP No-information 23 

3 suhani Rajasthan U1 22 

4 roshni Gujarat uneducated 25 

5 khushbu MP illiterate 19 

Suppose user want state in which percentage of 

female unemployment is below some specified threshold 

and reason for unemployment is illiterate. 

SQL query will ignore the incomplete tuple as well 

as condition having same meaning (synonym) tuple. For 

example, illiterate and uneducated are synonym. So the 

above SQL query will ignore the reason uneducated and will 

only consider illiterate. But the actual result should take 

uneducated into consideration. 

By applying PIP operator I will overcome with this 

problem and will give actual and accurate result. 

PIP cluster table include such null values and and 

fill by ρagg (v, year, GER, female_unemployment, name, 

age, {reason}, {State}). 

Table. 3:  

Counter Table For Female Unemployement 

State C C

v 

C

┴ 

C

u 

C

n 

Gujarat t1, t2, t3 2 0 1 0 

Rajasthan t4, t5, t6 2 0 0 1 

MP t7, t8, t9 3 0 0 0 

If we take ρavg than relevant (T,ρ) is (Gujarat, 

Rajasthan) Because Cu(c,A) + Cn(c,A) > 0 ˄ Cv(C,A) > 0 

Via, the specification it will check synonym. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The performance of the proposed technique may be 

measured on the basis of Query answer quality. Query 

answer quality defines the score of different queries with 

and without applying this technique. Efficiency of the data 

is our main goal by this proposed work. 

Outcomes data will be federated so the query result 

will be more accurate. In our proposed algorithm we will 

provide both, prefix as well as suffix search. We will use the 

real world database containing different country’s zip code, 

city, country, state, area code. We will implement both, 

existing method and proposed method on this database.  

At the time of data federation the sources may use 

different policies to handle partial information. So this 

technique is common solution for all that issues. When the 

data is in word, and in such column if value is null it fill 

with same concept by considering semantically same values.  

Results should be count in numbers. Number of our 

proposed method should be more and accurate compared to 

existing method because of above stated reason. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper describe the various methods to handle the 

partial information in database, dealing with the 

management of incomplete databases, the DBMS dictates 

how incomplete information should be handled. Among the 

many techniques for filling the partial information all are 

based on the developer’s perspective of data and missing the 

perspective.  

The perspective of users may be domain experts 

and is the real candidate for information gap filling. The 

approach Partial Information Policy operator will leverage 

the information gap filling by user’s perspective. 

Implementing concept of partial information policy operator 

on data federation is effectively reduces the inconstancies in 

federated result set by the perspective of domain experts, 

while maintaining integration. 
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